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Healing Touch for Animals 
Energy Work for Our Companions
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Your furry best friend can benefit from bodywork too!
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" I didn't know other people couldn't see
energy until I was 30 years old, "  says
C arol K omitor, creator of H ealing
Touch for Animals ( H T A) and the
K omitor H ealing Method. This
extraordinary ability to see energy fields
has allowed her to help many people and
pets, including Dakota, the 19-year -old
quarter horse she's been working on this
morning. " H e had some blockages in his
ankle. I used the laser technique to get
things flowing again, "  K omitor says.

A veterinary technician turned massage
therapist/Reiki Master/ H ealing Touch
(for people) practitioner, K omitor's
work with animals was a natural
evolution. Because of her 13 years of
experience as a vet tech, K omitor's

H ealing Touch colleagues routinely sent
the animal inquiries her way. " The
chakra system is essentially the same in
animals as it is in humans, "  she says,
"but working with animal energy is
different, because their energy fields are
much bigger than ours, and they're
more receptive. It's really important to
blend our energy with theirs, so they are
at ease. "

The inquiries became common enough
that K omitor decided to develop a
course to address the animal aspect of
H ealing Touch. " I originally thought it
would be a couple of classes here in
Denver, "  she says. " It's turned out to be
an international program with
multilevel certifications. "

Today, instructors based across the
United States and C anada travel to
various cities worldwide presenting H T A
weekend workshops to participants eager
to connect with their animals. H T A is
used to treat behavioral and
physiological issues in companion pets
and zoo animals. Those who have
witnessed its effects are sold.

What is HTA?
This work on animals is a natural
extension of H ealing Touch ( H T) for
people, a method being used more
frequently in hospitals and mainstream
medical settings throughout the country.
H T  uses specific techniques to balance



Aimals ease into a relaxed, receptive state and shed their stress.
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the chakra energies in and around the
body, supporting the body in healing
itself on physical, emotional, mental,
and spiritual levels.

Before the work can really begin,
K omitor explains that the facilitator
must be grounded and clear, setting an
atmosphere of energy presence. This
taps you into the " unlimited energy
outside of yourself, "  she says.

During a session, the facilitator uses one
of several H T A techniques to specifically
address a variety of issues. For example,
the bridging technique is often used for
animals that are scattered or fragmented
due to illness, injury, or personality
disorder. That technique balances and
clears the energy field, bringing
energetic wholeness into place. K omitor
says H T A therapists have had great
success working through everything from
an animal's anxiety during
thunderstorms to behavior issues, like
tearing up the furniture.

What Do the Animals
Think?
During H T A techniques, animals ease
into a relaxed, receptive state. Even in
close quarters with a room full of
strangers, all the canines involved in a
weekend H T A course relaxed calmly at
their owners' feet within minutes. When
dogs receive an individual treatment,
they yawn and maneuver to get more
comfortable. Horses drop their heads
and ears and cock a hind foot as if
pondering sleep. Sometimes their lips
quiver as if they were being tickled.
O bservers all note the obvious reactions,
all positive, when the pets receive a
treatment.

For the skeptics, K omitor gives a
scientific premise to the healing benefits
of H T A. All of the techniques create a
relaxation response in animals, she says,
and calming the animal initiates
physiology that supports the immune
system. "When an animal relaxes, the
body releases chemicals in the brain,
endorphins, that then allow the physical
structure of the body to relax even
more, "  K omitor says. " So muscles relax,
the body has an ease with itself. And with
relaxation, circulation increases, which
accelerates blood flow and brings in
oxygen, nutrients, adequate hormones,
and enzymes to help with rejuvenation

of the cells. It also boosts the immune
system. "

While this relaxation response is no
small thing, those who feel the energy
and see its effects say something more is
going on here. K omitor concedes:
" Increased relaxation allows a
surrendering of the body on all levels:
spiritual, mental, and physical. This
allows an environment that can connect
with the self, with universe, with God,
with nature, and creates wholeness. "

Making the Connection
K omitor believes animals may be
particularly receptive to energetic
benefits from their caring owners due to
their ability to love unconditionally,
without the type of psychic baggage
humans carry in their electromagnetic
fields. To this end, H T A has yet another
side effect that all facilitators- - those
doing the work- -are quick to mention:

The bond that develops between a
human and the animal after working the
techniques is especially profound.

K omitor also speaks to this. " Animals'
instincts give them an awareness that
we've long forgotten, "  she says. " If we
attune to them and how they're relating
to us, the connection that's meant to
happen between the animal kingdom
and humans is met. I've seen we are one,
that all things in the universe are energy,
just different molecular structures. And
if we learn to relate as animals relate,
we'd see we could connect. "



Animals benefit just like humans.

Massaging Animals
Pampering your companions
Karrie Osborn 

Animal massage has grown considerably
in the United States since its emergence
within the horse community in the
1960s and 1970s. It was on the
racetracks and in the stables that famed
sports massage therapist Jack Meagher
and others like Linda T ellington -Jones
helped massage become a valuable
component of equestrian care, while
also unveiling the hands-on work to a
broader animal advocate population.
The field has evolved significantly since
that time, with animal therapists now
offering everything from acupressure to
energy work to hydrotherapy.

Despite their place in ancient G reek and
Arabic equestrian traditions, animal
therapies continue to fight for a place in
the massage community today. Still, a
growing number of massage and
bodywork practitioners are working with
animals, big and small, in everything
from zoos to living rooms around the
world.

The legitimacy human massage has

earned over the last decade has no doubt
been a boon for animal massage as well.
"People have started to understand that
massage can help their animals in so
many ways, "  says Barbara Maciejewski,
who became involved with the animal
massage program at the Boulder College
of Massage Therapy (B C M T) in 20 03.
" There's great acceptance- -word is out
there now. "

Just as education is key to creating a
knowledgeable human client base, a
critical component for making animal
massage successful is educating people
why it's important. " As a society, we still
view companion animals as lesser
beings, "  says Skya Fisher, owner of C at
Paws Massage in Bellingham,
Washington. "We breed them for
characteristics that we think are cute.
Simultaneously, we ignore their
emotional, social, and sometimes
physical needs. "
In truth, Fisher says, animals benefit
from massage therapy the same way
humans do.

K arrie O sborn is contributing editor
for Massage and Bodywork magazine.
Contact her at karrie@abmp.com.
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